Slim and symmetrical. Every presentation will command attention.

Slim 4K UHD Display with Dynamic Crystal Color
Get maximum impact in every meeting with the Samsung QBR/QBR-N series UHD displays. With a sleek and symmetrical design, it’s simple to install cleanly and beautifully into every business. 3840 x 2160 resolution means images and text will be exceptionally sharp and crisp, while UHD upscaling improves all your content, for maximum impact 16/7. And Dynamic Crystal Color supports up to 1 billion colors for incredibly rich and lifelike color.
Samsung QBR/QBR-N Series UHD Commercial Displays

Product Support
1-866-SAM4BIZ

Connectivity
1. USB 2.0 (1.0A)
2. RJ45
3. RS232C In
4. DVI / MagicInfo In
5. HDMI In 1 (ARC)
6. HDMI In 2
7. USB 2.0 (0.5A)
8. DVI / HDMI Audio In
9. Audio Out
10. RS232C Out
11. IR In

ProCare
Samsung ProCare Indoor Display Solutions
- Fast Track with White Glove Next Business Day Service
  - Includes tech-assisted exchange of display: Technician removes original unit, installs replacement and ships non-working unit to Samsung
- Fast Track Next Business Day Exchange
  - Return shipping label provided, customer returns original unit in new unit’s box
- Available on sizes 32” - 85”
- 3 - 5 year terms available

Learn More
samsung.com/business
insights.samsung.com
samsung.com/b2bdigitalsignage
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Follow Us
youtube.com/samsungbizusa
@SamsungBizUSA
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